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■  List of magazines and relative websites:

 • ΘΕΡΜΟΫΔΡΑΥΛΙΚΟΣ (THERMOYDRAVLIKOS) - www.thermoydravlikos.gr
 • ΗΛΕΚΤΡΟΛΟΓΟΣ (ELECTROLOGOS) - www.electrologos.gr
 • ΜΕΤΑΔΟΣΗ ΙΣΧΥΟΣ (METADOSI ISCHIOS) - www.metadosi-ischios.gr
 • ΕΡΓΟΤΑΞΙΑΚΑ ΘΕΜΑΤΑ (ERGOTAXIAKA THEMATA) - www.ergotaxiaka.gr 
 • LOGISTICS & MANAGEMENT - www.logistics-management.gr
 • CAR & TRUCK - www.car-truck.gr
	 • ECOTEC - www.ecotec.gr
 • ΑSCEN.TEC magazine - www.ascen-tec.gr
 • AGRO.TEC magazine - www.agro-tec.gr
 
■  List of exhibitions organized by T-Press:

 • ELEC.TEC | Electrical material and lighting - www.elec-tec.gr
 • VERDE.TEC | Environment technologies - www.verde-tec.gr
 • ASCEN.TEC | Elevator technologies - www.ascen-tec.gr
 • ERGO.TEC | Construction Machinery – www.ergo-tec.gr
 • GREEN TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS | Supply Chain, Freight Transportation - www.greentransport-logistics.gr
 • AGRO.TEC | Agricultural Development, Technologies, Machinery - www.agro-tec.gr
 
■   WEB TV
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www.tpress.gr

9 Technical Magazines
6 International Exhibitions
Web tv

Since 1991 in technical publications

“Technoekdotiki / T-Press” is the dominant source of information for Greece’s vast majority of technical 
and engineering sectors. The company was founded in 1991 aiming at empowering Greece’s technical community with 
publications and events. It succeeded in establishing landmark exhibitions based on the publications field material. 



THERMOYDRAVLIKOS

■  It features special reports and technical articles signed by distinguished scientists  
who aim at informing and enhancing the industry’s know-how.

■  Each volume features new tendencies and market potentials, introduces new products 
and company novelties and familiarizes readers with the protagonists, the key players 
and the entities behind the business.

■  Each volume also provides full updates on all the latest developments,   
activities of professionals, state entities engaged with cooling, heating,    
air conditioning, water supply and natural gas.

Since 1991, a steady point 
of reference for the 
industry’s professionals

Visit our website: 
www.thermoydravlikos.gr 

for full updates and 
unlimited access to the 

magazine’s content
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T-Press’s first and oldest magazine, made its debut in March 1991. 
With its quality text and content, the magazine succeeded 
in redefining and shaping the industry itself as its channels 
of information became accessible to more businesses 
and professionals. 

“Thermoydravlikos” is a point of reference and leading source 
of information for heating, cooling, a/c, natural gas, water supply, 
bathroom fixtures, sewerage system and insulation.

It reaches contractors, plumbers, installers, professionals 
with burner maintenance, engineers, students, 
as well as constructors, importers and traders.

Our MAGAZINES



The magazine has associated its name with one of Greece’s 
most dynamic industries that greatly contributes to the national 
economy with productive and trade activities, extroversion, 
flexibility, huge projects and installations.

Since 1991 “Electrologos” has not ceased to monitor 
the developments in Greece, covering with unique prestige 
and validity all areas concerning the electrical 
and lighting industry.

It offers comprehensive and valid information to contractors, 
mechanical engineers, importers and traders of electronic 
equipment, architects, designers, decorators etc.

■  The publication hosts special reports on areas concerning the electrical and lighting 
industry and hosts technical articles by distinguished scientists.

■  It also features new trends, introduces innovative products and the inspiring people,  
entities or professional bodies behind them.

■  It additionally updates on developments, news and activities of the electrical 
 and lighting industry.

A huge must just like 
light in darkness Visit our website: 

www.electrologos.gr 

for full updates and 
unlimited access to the 

magazine’s content

ELECTROLOGOS
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Focusing on industrial equipment 
and cutting edge technologies

■ The magazine’s content relates with technological innovations, presentation of technical 
applications, scientific approaches concerning energy efficiency, power saving and proper 
equipment maintenance.

■ It hosts special reports on targeted areas of interest. Also makes sure its readers 
 are continuously updated by hosting articles of distinguished scientists, aiming 

at enforcing the know-how of those responsible with maintenance and proper 
development of industrial units.

■ Readers get acquainted with new products and systems introduced to the greek market 
by the industry’s main players. They are also informed on the latest developments  
and multiple activities of the industry. 

Technology, industry, 
success Visit our website: 

www.metadosi-ischios.gr 
for full updates and 

unlimited access to the 
magazine’s content
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METADOSI ISCHIOS

«Power transmission» bi-monthly came to contradict those 
unconvinced who claim that Greece has zero production. 

The publication covers all the latest developments in local industry, 
production, growth, putting emphasis on the healthy aspects 
of the national economy.

It was first published in 1994 and ever since, it covers all areas 
of industrial machinery such as automations, robotics, networks, 
metalworking, motion and transfer, mass and energy, tools, 
ergonomy, quality, security.

Its main recipients are mechanical engineers, shipyards, commerce
and tourism, technical companies, technical departments of State
and local bodies, maritime companies, machine shops, foundries etc. 

It also appeals to construction and industrial equipment companies.



The magazine has closely followed and registered Greece’s growth 
and biggest construction projects. In fact, it has steadily been reporting 
developments on construction, infrastructure investment 
and its relevant equipment.

Since 1995, its content focuses on construction, equipment, tools 
and techniques. It continuously offers updated information on selected 
auctions of public projects, new construction machinery,  activities 
and products, projects under construction. There are also plenty 
of interviews and live coverage from construction sites.

The magazine appeals to construction companies executives, 
Technical Chambers, Technical Departments of local governments, 
engineers, architects, contractors,  construction machinery users etc.
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ERGOTAXIAKA THEMATA

■  It features technical analysis on construction material and its evolution, construction 
machinery, new models of earth movers, spare parts, accessories, trailer trucks.

■  It contributes with updates concerning public work auctions, projects under construction, 
new products and services.

■  It reports on international exhibitions and undertakes sponsors events, conferences, 
congresses, forums - and educational programs.

Where “giants” get 
informed about public 
and private projects and 
construction machinery

Visit our website: 
www.ergotaxiaka.gr 

for full updates and 
unlimited access to the 

magazine’s content
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Logistics & Management made its debut in 2000. 
In fact, it is the first magazine of its kind in Greece 
and one of the few existing in Europe. 

Its pages have witnessed the progress and evolution 
of the country’s history of transport, logistics, restoration, 
distribution. The magazine also covers and reports 
on all events and world trends on logistics.

Among its readers are executives from trade and industry, 
businessmen, logistics related personnel, professionals, scholars, 
students etc.

■  It interviews distinguished personalities from the logistics industry.

■ It presents exclusive researches and scientific data, business initiatives, public works, 
services and products related with the Logistics chain: from transport and informatics  
to material handling, safe and security and human resources.

“Transports” news 
and delivers information Visit our website: 

www.logistics-management.gr 

for full updates and 
unlimited access to the 

magazine’s content



“Car & Truck” was first published in 2003 and ever since it covers 
monthly all the latest developments in the market, in the sectors 
of professional vehicles and road transportation, with validity 
and professionalism.

With several thousand kilometers of tests, with reports, 
presentations and exclusives, “Car & Truck” has won the title 
of the most prestigious magazine in Greece in its field. 
This is the secret that has made the magazine one of the best 
and most prestigious of its kind in Europe.

■ It publishes test drives and reviews light duty, closed and open box trucks   
(van, vanette, pick-ups), trucks over 3,5 tons, all types of trailers, buses, mini buses  
and taxi vehicles. 

 
■ It provides information on road and highway status, truck stops, fuel prices   

and also features interviews, researches, articles, technical analysis, reports.
 
■ “Car&Truck” is a favorite among professional drivers who deal with local,   

national and international transport and professionals or individuals    
who seek a vehicle to address their multiple needs.

Follow the leader!
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Visit our website: 
www.car-truck.gr
for full updates and 

unlimited access to the 
magazine’s content



“Ecotec” magazine was first published in 2005 and became 
a pioneer on its field in a European level. Its content touches 
technological issues and how they interact with the environment. 

It also showcases methods, machinery, practices and ideas serving 
sustainability, environmental protection and restoration. To name 
a few: Renewable energy sources, biologic cleaning, ecological 
construction, recycling, management of gas, liquid and solid 
waste, energy savings, alternative technologies.

It reaches technical companies, industries, municipal entities, 
public organizations, hotels, environmental technology 
companies, educational institutions, operators, ministries, etc.

■ It monitors the course of Green Economy in national and local level.
 
■ It reports and familiarizes its readers with the new model of the so-called Circular 

Economy featuring interviews with key people.
 
■ Pioneers by presenting researches and innovative techniques based on projects carried 

out by the country’s Educational Institutions.
 
■ Hosts articles, interviews, special reports on specific projects.
 
■ It analyzes cutting edge technologies and practices so that businessmen, investors, 

individuals, Public Entities and Local Governments can get acquainted    
with a new eco-friendly world.

 
■ Ecotec magazine observes and follows all developments concerning green technologies. 

To name a few: recycling, waste management, power saving, renewable energy, water 
technologies, decontamination, alternative technologies, climate change, corporate 
social responsibility etc.

The green technology 
of the future
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Visit our website: 
www.ecotec.gr
for full updates and 

unlimited access to the 
magazine’s content

A pioneer publication 
in Greece and Europe



“Ascen.Tec Magazine” is our latest publication initiative for 2021 
to cover the needs of the elevator industry. 

The new four-monthly magazine follows the 
“Ascen.tec / Elevator Technologies” trade fair, which was organised 
for the first time in 2019 by “T-Press”. 

Among its recipients are elevator companies, technicians and installers, 
professionals who work with maintenance, construction companies 
executives, contractors, architects, designers, decorators, public 
administration and local government executives, trade unions, property 
owners, persons with disabilities, hotels and hospital executives.

■  “Ascen.Tec Magazine” includes:

 • Special reports on the market and articles by distinguished scientists and experts 
    of the elevator industry. 

	 • New trends on the elevator market, new products, innovations and key persons. 

	 • The latest developments, conferences and events organised by companies, businesses, 
    local governments and state entities involved with the elevator industry.

Elevators on the spotlight
Visit our website: 

www.ascen-tec.gr
for full updates and 

unlimited access to the 
magazine’s content
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■  It hosts special reports on targeted areas of interest and articles   
of distinguished scientists.

■  It features new trends, introduces innovative products and the inspiring people, 
entities or professional bodies behind them.

■  It reports on the latest developments, conferences and events organised  
by companies, businesses, local governments and state entities involved   
with the primary sector. 

Agricultural development
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The voice of the primary sector’s professionals

“Agro.tec“ magazine aims to contribute to the reliable information 
of all those involved in the primary sector, with pioneering research, 
articles, reports, interviews, collaborations with experts and universities. 
The magazine is going to highlight, in an innovative way, 
all the issues related to agriculture, livestock and fishery.

The magazine is not going to be added to the specialized publications 
dealing with the primary sector. It aims to become every producer’s 
“tool” and inform with consistency, knowledge and especially reliability 
for all those that compose the new era, that is based on experience, 
but also in cutting-edge technology coming from the future.

Visit our website: 
www.agro-tec.gr
for full updates and 

unlimited access to the 
magazine’s content



■  “Elec.tec” main participants include:

 • Manufacturers, business agents, importers of electronic 
       and telecommunication equipment, auto security and control systems.

	 • Software businesses

	 • Tools

	 • Electric power producers, distributors and operators.

Electrical equipment, 
lighting, security systems

“Elec.tec / Electrical Equipment - Lighting - Security Systems” 
Exhibition made its debut in 2016. Ever since, it is being staged 
every two years and has already been greatly endorsed 
by the industry’s most prominent businesses, professionals 
and scientific bodies. 

The Exhibition is the industry’s meeting point. In addition, 
it turned into an institution thanks to the high quality 
standards set by “Technoekdotiki / T-Press”.  

For four days, the Exhibition Hall is transformed into 
a innovative workshop dedicated to electrical equipment, home 
and professional lighting, decoration and security systems.
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www.elec-tec.gr 

Greece’s exclusive exhibition for the sector

Our EXHIBITIONS



“Verde.tec – Environmental Technologies” Exhibition made 
its debut in 2017 and is being hosted annually. It aims at introducing 
and promoting new eco-friendly technologies at a time when 
environmental policies have become a world priority to combat 
climate change.

The Exhibition and the related events of “Verde.Tec Forum” attract 
representatives of local governments, business agents, research 
institutes and the business community as a whole.

During the Exhibition, the “Greek Green Awards” are being given, 
rewarding local governments, businesses and relevant Bodies 
that care for the environment, the circular economy 
and sustainable development.

An initiative turned to an institution 
of Circular Economy

■ “Verde.tec” main participants include:

 Local governments, Council and City Authorities, local water supply sewerage   
and solid waste authorities, local European and international agencies.

■ “Verde.tec”  also hosts companies that deal with the following:

 • Restoration of the Environment, cutting-edge and energy save technologies

	 • Construction machinery

	 • Renewable energy sources

	 • Construction and building maintenance

	 • Product and material recycling

	 • Eco-friendly industry, machinery, tools and equipment

	 • Services and Supply Chain Management Technologies

	 • Automobile vehicles

Technologies 
of the environment
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www.verde-tec.gr 



“Technoekdotiki / T-Press” introduced a new dynamic 
Exhibition aiming at the Elevator industry. 
It features manufacture, maintenance and development 
of modern elevation systems for both persons 
and merchandise.

“Ascen.tec” is a brand new initiative and has been 
overwhelmingly embraced by the industry and the market. 

Its debut in 2019 was an overwhelming success. 
In fact, it had the freshness of a new, ambitious 
and responsible venture. 

It managed to bring together the players of an industry 
that suffered during the economic impasse, namely elevator 
manufacturers, importers, maintenance technicians 
and installers.

■ “Ascen.tec” hosts businesses related with:

 • Elevators, lifts for persons with physical disabilities, accessories

	 • Escalators and people movers

	 • Software companies

	 • Security and control systems

	 • Cabins for persons, goods and vehicles

	 • Monitor equipment, control button, digital receivers

	 • Network technologies: Optical fibres, intercom, WiFi

	 • Cranes

Elevator technologies
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www.ascen-tec.gr 

An Exhibition that elevates you! 



The message has been received and it has been loud
 and clear. Construction machinery companies were seeking 
for a point of reference to promote their projects through 
a specialized trade fair in Greece.

“Technoekdotiki / T-Press” is here to fill the void. 
The 1st “Ergo.tec” Tarde Fair will take place between 
the 8th and 10th of October 2021, at MEC Exhibition Center 
in Paiania.

“Ergo.tec” aims at promoting in the best possible way, 
cutting-edge construction technology, signaling a dynamic 
comeback after a long negative period. Along with the Trade 
Fair, “Technoekdotiki / T-Press” is also proud to announce 
the “Ergo.tec Forum”, a three-day convention, which aims 
at boosting the industry’s real potential while redefining 
its position in the new reality.

The construction site industry 
is back to work!

■  “Ergo.tec” is open to all companies that deal with the following:

 • Construction machinery such as: Earthmoving, lifting, digging, drilling, transportation, 
    loading-unloading, road construction, tunnel opening, ports, demolition, concrete 
    production, quarrying, recycling, cleaning, as well as components, spare parts and lubricants.

 • Construction equipment such as: Molds, scaffolding, metal constructions, generators, lathes, 
    buckets, explosives, insulation, tools, instruments, uniforms, software, as well as control 
    security systems, security and quality, communication, design, earthquake protection.
 

 • “Ergo.Tec” also hosts: State entities and agencies, embassies, chambers of commerce, 
    organisations, professional and educational bodies, trade unions, institutes, banks, 
    insurance or leasing companies.

Construction machinery
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www.ergo-tec.gr 



“Technoekdotiki / T-Press” introduces the new dynamic 
exhibition and conference, “Green Transport & Logistics”, 
which aims to promote the new trends in the field 
of supply chain, freight transportation and “green” transition.
Based on Logistics 4.0, sustainable development, Green Deal, 
and in accordance with the needs and prospects of the Greek 
and European initiative, “Green Transport & Logistics” 
exhibition and conference is going to be held every two years, 
offering  the opportunity to the Greek and international 
professionals, the institutions and small, medium and large 
companies of the sector and related industries to meet 
each other, exchange views and launch new collaborations.

The Logistics Leaders 4.0 EXPO
Logistics Management… Go Green

■  “Green Transport & Logistics“ is open to all companies and organizations with activities in:

 •	Freight Transportation, Distribution, Last Mile Reverse Logistics and courier services • 3PL and 4PL
 • Green logistics technologies • Intelligent transport systems • Cold Chain services • Food Logistics & Agribusiness 
 • Pharma • Aircargo handling • Ports, Port Equipment & Ports Services • Warehouse Infrastructure & Equipment 
 • Packaging & Packaging Equipment, machinery and systems 
 • Material Handling Equipment & Systems (forklifts, reach trucks etc.) • Marking, collection and tracking systems
 • New Technologies (Internet of Things, data analytics, 5G, blockchain telecommunications) 
 • Digital Platforms, software (WMS, ERP, CRM, fleet management etc.) • Cargo, risk and personnel insurance 
 • Security & Safety systems • Energy saving systems • Industrial equipment • Logistics real estate
 • Light and heavy commercial vehicles • Consulting services • Human resources training.

 The exhibition also hosts: Public organisations, freight management companies, chambers of commerce, 
universities, research centers, telecommunications providers, scientific associations, trade unions,   
certification organizations, port authorities, public and private airport organizations, railway organizations,   
banks, public transport operators, etc. 

www.greentransport-logistics.gr

Supply chain 
Freight transportation
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Agricultural development
www.agro-tec.gr
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Where the primary sector meets the future

■  “Agro.tec” is open to all companies that deal with the following:

	 • Agricultural machinery. 

	 • Spare parts, components, equipment. 

	 • Digital technologies for smart agriculture.

	 • Livestock / fishery equipment and machinery. 

	 • Greenhouse / plant nursery equipment.

	 • Pesticides.

	 • Fertilizers.

■  The exhibition also hosts: 
 Greenhouses, plant nurseries, certification companies, research institutes,   

professional and educational bodies, trade unions.

“Agro.tec“ exhibition will be organised 
every two years, along with the “Agro.tec Forum”, 
a three-day convention, to promote and support 
the primary sector, which has always been one   
of Greece’s a strongest pillars of development. 

The new initiative of “Technoekdotiki / T-Press” 
aims to become a reference point of the industry, 
showcasing, in the best possible way, the latest 
trends the primary sector has to show.


